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Monitor Systems: design, build and install electrical & electronic
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survey and provide full project management.
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Cold stacking inevitably means that workers are let go
and the rig is completely shut down. Cold stacking a rig
involves reducing the crew to either zero or just a few key
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designated area offshore.
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rig including the installation of monitoring systems that

History shows us that the decline in oil prices over a
sustained period of time is the primary contributing ....

communicate rig status and critical systems information
to locations onshore.
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Monitor Systems provides a comprehensive marking
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04 / Anchor Winch Control System Design

Monitor Systems were asked to survey all four Anchor
Winch control systems onboard the Paul B. Loyd Jr. SemiSubmersible. A detailed systems survey identified many
issues and provided Monitor Systems with valuable data
on how to design and manufacture ....

and monitoring system that can include GPS Position
Monitoring, Intruder Monitoring, Fire and Bilge Alarm

(continued from issue 5).

Monitoring, Anchor Winch Tension Monitoring, (AIS)
Automatic Identification System, all powered by a solar

Well the answer is ..... (no). OPEC has decided not to cut

power supply.

oil production despite the fact that prices have tumbled
40% from a year ago.

06 / Bulk Tank Control Panel Design

Monitor Systems were asked by Diamond Offshore Drilling
to carry out a bulk tank system survey onboard the Ocean
Patriot Semi-Submersible Rig followed by the replacement
of the cement and mud tank control panels ....

08 / (BOD) Ballast Overboard Discharge Valves

ABS Approved. On behalf of Transocean, Monitor

Systems were asked to provide ABS Approved Ballast
Overboard Discharge Valves for two of their semisubmersible rigs working in the ....
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09 / Marking and Monitoring System for Cold

Typical Scope of Work: The marking and monitoring

Due to oversupply and the resilience of shale, it is

of cold stacked rigs involves a comprehensive ‘scope

believed that oil prices are likely to fluctuate between $50

of work’ that includes Project Management, Conceptual

to $70 a barrel for the rest of 2015. While that figure is

Design, QA & HS&E Management (ISO 9001 Compliant),

above the current August price of $44, it’s a huge decline

Engineering and Manufacture, System Testing, Software

from a few years ago when crude soared to a ‘record

Interrogation and System Documentation.

high’ of $107. That said, a barrel of crude oil was lower
than $44 for nearly 20 years, from 1987 to 2005.

Brief Overview / Marking and Monitoring System:
The cold stacked rig is ‘marked’ by the use of navigation

Stacked Rigs. The MSSL-AIS information provider and
remote monitoring system is specifically used as a marine
navigation aid to AtoN ( Aid to Navigation) ....

It’s clear OPEC has been caught off guard by the rapid

and obstruction lights and the rigs position is monitored

rise of U.S. shale, which has now made the U.S. the

and relayed to a monitoring station in the Port Authority’s

world’s top oil producer. America is also on track for

10 / Solar Powered Light Station for Galaxy III

Office. The stacked rig is also fitted with an Automatic

record crude oil production this year, despite the crash in

and Monarch. Monitor Systems were asked to provide

Identification System (AIS) transmitter (please see page

prices. To some degree, many have underestimated the

the GSF Galaxy III and GSF Monarch Jack-up Rigs with
a Solar Powered Light Station as part of its ‘cold stacking’
procedure ....
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11 / Atex Compliant Load Monitoring System. At
the heart of the MSSL Tension Monitoring System is the
EExd enclosure featuring a glass window with LED digital
display showing the ‘tension monitored’ in kilograms ....

9) which transmits its position every three minutes. Our

shale future and technology.

marking and monitoring system can monitor the bilge
alarms, anchor winch tensions, fire alarms, intruder

Monitoring Cold Stacked Rigs

monitoring and any other required signals, with signals
marshalled into a local process enclosure and terminated
onto a wireless I/O module to be transmitted over UHF. The

History shows us that the decline in oil prices over a

hardware fitted to the unmanned rig is powered by solar/

sustained period of time is the primary contributing

In the Community

wind power and is fully operational 365 days per year.

factor for oil drilling contractors to set about ‘cold
stacking’ rigs. The secondary factor is the cyclical

12 / Aberdeen City North East Tennis
12 / Three Peaks Challenge in under 24 hours

System Detail:

downturn in demand for a given rig design / type.

Rig Position Monitoring: The GPS system will be utilised
to provide the rigs positioning. The GPS receivers used

Many oil contractors look at ‘warm stacking’ prior to ‘cold

Support

provide positioning accuracy of better than one meter.

stacking’ rigs, as they hope that the market will turn
around quickly, however in a sustained period of reduced

13 / RIG ‘up’ e-Magazine
13 / Core Systems and Products
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(continued on page 10).

oil prices, cold stacking is sometimes the only economical
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and viable solution until there is a significant recovery.
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Anchor Winch Control System Design
Paul B. Loyd Jr. Semi-Submersible
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Scope of Supply:
Survey, Design, Manufacture, Assembly, FAT, Installation and Commissioning.

> Anchor Winch Control Panels and PLC Enclosures / complete package ready for client delivery

> Design and layout of anchor winch control panels, manufactured in stainless steel with a painted finish

Monitor Systems were asked to survey all four Anchor

Design / Engineering: To protect the new control system

Moisture ingress over time was believed to

Winch control systems onboard the Paul B. Loyd Jr.

from similar issues in the future, an alternative location

be a contributing factor to the condition of the

Semi-Submersible.

within the control cab was identified for the new PLC. To

existing panels and internal electronics.

protect against any further vibrations, the new PLC was
A detailed systems survey identified potential issues and

mounted in a new stainless steel enclosure fitted with

Installation / Commissioning: The Transocean

provided Monitor Systems with valuable data on how to

robust vibration dampeners.

Aker H 4.2 Semi-Submersible rig is fitted with

design and manufacture a more reliable and robust anchor

two control panels per anchor winch cab (one

winch control system. The existing PLC was found to be

Optimised for ‘control tasks’ and specifically designed for

left and one right). A control cab is positioned at

dated and no longer supported. Vibration over time (within

ruggedness and long term availability, the new PLC was

each corner of the rig (providing 4 in total). As

the winch cab) had dislodged the modules of the old PLC

based around state-of-the-art Siemens Modular Controllers.

part of our scope of work, Monitor Systems will

causing faults during operations.

carry out the commissioning of the new anchor
To maintain protocol and familiarity of the controls for the

Upon completion of the survey, our technical engineers

winch operator, the functionality and design layout of the

issued a full and detailed report, classifying the deficiencies

old panels was replicated on the new panels.

and problems with the system, together with a full technical

control system.
“Monitor Systems specialise in the design, build,
FAT and installation of electrical and electronic

proposal outlining how the system could be replaced. Our

To resolve the issue of loose wiring due to anchor winch

technical survey gave Transocean a complete picture

vibration, spring clamp style field terminals were used in

regarding the current operation, condition and integrity of

each control panel. The bottom of the anchor winch control

energy industry vessels to industry compliant

the system and associated equipment.

panels were also sealed with a transit to keep moisture out.

standards.” commented: Brian Sinclair. M.D.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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control / monitoring Instrumentation systems for

> Aberdeen HQ: Engineers working on electronics and panel assembly
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Bulk Tank Control Panel Design
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Scope of Supply:
Survey, Design, Manufacture, Assembly, FAT and Commissioning.

Control Panel Design and Manufacture for Ocean Patriot Semi-Submersible
Monitor Systems were asked
by Diamond Offshore Drilling
to carry out a bulk tank system
survey

onboard

the

Ocean

Patriot Semi-Submersible Rig,
followed by the replacement of
the cement and mud bulk tank
control panels and associated
sensors, actuators etc.
The

Ocean

Patriot

Semi-

Submersible has six columns in
total with three bulk tanks located
in the intermediate port column
(PC2) and three bulk tanks in the
starboard intermediate column
(SC2). Cement tanks are located
on the port side and mud tanks
are located on the starboard
side. Each of the six tanks has
four valves, a level sensor and a
pressure sensor.

> Cement / Mud / BulkTank Control Panel Design and Manufacture

Diamond Offshore Drilling requested that the new cement

Independent

and mud control panels were based around conventional

independent systems for control of the bulk tanks, a

selector switches and LED indicators along with digital

cement control panel and a mud control panel.

Control

Systems:

There

are

two

panel meters for simple and efficient operation.

> Diagram showing location of Mud Control Panel and repositioning of new Cement Control Panel

Combining both control units into one master control unit
Panels: The new hardware, breakers, interface equipment

was not a ‘project design’ option, the cement and mud

and field terminals were supplied fitted in the control panel

control panels remained independent from each other at

enclosures.

the request of the Rig Operator.
Sensors: New TDR sensors were provided to give the
operator an accurate level indication in each tank.
Actuators: Replacement proportional actuators were
provided to give the operator greater control of the bulk
transfer process.
< Left: Both control panels feature easy to follow
graphics on reverse printed polycarbonate. An additional

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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perspex door provides maximum protection to all facia

Cement System: This comprises 3 identical bulk tanks

Mud System: This is a copy of the cement system, the

instrumentation.

located in the port intermediate column (PC2). The tanks

tank layout is a mirror image of the cement tank setup.

are laid out side by side, with all valves located on the same

The system comprises 3 identical bulk tanks located in the

level at the tank tops with the level / pressure sensors.

starboard intermediate column (SC2).
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(BOD) Ballast Overboard Discharge Valves (ABS Approved)

Marking and Monitoring System for Cold Stacked Rigs

On behalf of Transocean, Monitor Systems were asked to provide ABS Approved Ballast Overboard
Discharge Valves for two of their semi-submersible rigs working in the North Sea; currently operated
by Maersk Oil and Talisman.

Monitor Systems were asked to provide their (AIS) Automatic Identification System for the
monitoring of two cold stacked semi-submersible rigs in the Firth of Forth.

Sedco 711 and 704 Semi-Submersibles

STABILITY CONTROL: Ballast
control systems are a vital part of
semi-submersible rigs. The ballast
control system is made up of a
network of pipes, valves, pumps,
and tanks, which work together as
a liquid control system to keep the
drilling rig on an even keel.

MSSL-AIS Informer for Henry Goodrich & Transocean Prospect Semi-Submersible

The MSSL-AIS information provider and remote monitoring system is specifically used as a marine
navigation aid to AtoN ( Aid to Navigation) and other structures. Monitoring the position of the cold
stacked rigs, the MSSL-AIS system broadcasts AtoN message ‘21’ and has the capability of broadcasting
meteorological, hydrological and remote monitoring data.

On semi-submersible rigs, the
safety of all personnel depends
upon the stability of the rig.
This stability is created by a
special installation on-board that
organises the amount of seawater
in several ballast tanks; the
Ballast system.
The ballast system comprises of
a sophisticated control system,
valves and actuators, ballast
pumps
and
instrumentation
to provide loads, flows and
pressures to assist in the ballast
operation.

> BOD System, complete with Butterfly Valves, Pneumatic Actuators and Solenoids Control Enclosures

1: VHF Antenna 0db gain, 156-162 MHz
2: Regulator
3: GPS
4: V-Track, Type 1, V-20 AIS Informer
6: 2 x Solar Panel 15W Modules 7: FG1-M Battery Enclosure - 12VDC 7.5Amh Battery.

5: VHF Antenna Tower Bracket

The MSSL-AIS TYPE1
(Automatic Identification
System) is a transmit only
device and the TYPE3
system is a transmit and receive device that can be
configured over the air. For ‘cold-stacked rig’ applications
the TYPE1 provides the ideal AIS AtoN solution for remote
rig position / identification.
SOLAR / POWER

The BOD system supplied by Monitor Systems included a

FAT: The four solenoid control enclosures underwent a

12” Butterfly Valve with 4-20mA position feedback, spring

full FAT to assure correct operation. Each enclosure was

the TYPE1, the system is suitable for solar installations

return fail close Pneumatic Actuator with IP66 rated Electro

‘leak tested’ to confirm all pneumatic fittings were secure

anywhere in the world and more than capably of providing

Pneumatic Positioner. A separate stainless steel control

and tight. The enclosures were then tested ‘electrically

both semi-submersibles with a reliable solar powered

enclosure was provided to house the solenoids, check

and pneumatically’ to confirm correct operation, with the

Automatic Identification System. The MSSL-AIS TYPE1

valves, throttle valves etc that are required to maintain the

three valve control functions ‘open, close and hold’ being

Informer complies with IEC and ITU requirements and also

existing control philosophy and keep proportional control

tested.

IALA recommendations. The system is also capable of

over the pneumatic valve.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

With a power consumption of less than 0.06Ah/day for

> MSSL-AIS: a marine navigation aid for all vessels

remote monitoring.
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Solar Powered Light Station for Galaxy III & Monarch
Industry compliant system for Cold Stacked Rigs
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ATEX Compliant Load Monitoring System
Umbilical Tension Monitoring

Monitor Systems were asked to

Monitor Systems were asked by

provide the GSF Galaxy III and

a UK based company to supply

GSF Monarch Jack-up Rigs with

two load monitoring systems for

a Solar Powered Light Station

umbilical tension monitoring.

as part of its ‘cold stacking’
At the heart of the MSSL Tension

procedure.

Monitoring System is the EExd
Typically, a variety of steps can be

enclosure featuring a glass window

taken to protect any ‘cold stacked’

with LED digital display showing the

rigs

‘tension monitored’ in kilograms.

of

including
monitoring

the

installation

systems

that

communicate rig status and critical

The indicators will input the 4-20mA

systems information to locations

signal from the load cell, provide a

onshore.

signal re-transmit to external displays
and provide a user set-point alarm.

Monitor System’s provided the rig

The re-transmit signal includes the

owners with a state-of-the-art solar

Tare from the master display.

system. The ‘MSSL Solar Powered
Light Station’ comprises a main

For operational safety, the EExd enclosure was fitted with a push button protected by a flip up cover. This will provide a Tare (zero)

solar powered lantern with white

facility.

LED flasher producing >1400cd, set

> The MSSL Solar Powered Light Station

to Morse ‘U’ 15 seconds and includes
an internal photocell. The industry compliant system is mounted on a hot dipped (BSEN 1461) galvanised pedestal. The light

The EExd enclosure was supplied complete with ATEX compliant audible klaxon, load cell amplifier and a pair of external tension

station includes an 80W solar module set at 30 degrees and in addition, a 200AH (at 12VDC) battery bank housed in the (base)

reading the display in low light conditions, the units have large back-lit LCD digits. All associated cable gland assemblies, cables,

fiberglass (UV protected) battery box was supplied to provide a minimum of 96 hours power back-up for the marine light. The

operational manuals, drawings and certification data books were included in the delivery. A full FAT of the system was carried out

battery box, solar module and lantern were preassembled onto a skid for easy ‘on-location’ installation.

prior to despatch.

Monitoring Cold Stacked Rigs (continued from page 3)

(Monitoring Cold Stacked Rigs / continued from page 10)

Rig Position Monitoring: The system transmits the positional data from the cold stacked rig to the base station located in the

Bilge Alarm Monitoring: Sensors can be installed to monitor

Port Authority’s Office. The GPS position is monitored and the rigs position is displayed on the SCADA Software. Alarm set-points

the cold stacked rig’s pontoons, offering a continuous automatic

can be configured in the system so that should the cold stacked rig move out of its designated position, the alarm is activated.

monitoring of the rigs watertight integrity. Leak Detection Sensors

displays. The external tension display units will show the Tared load value per the master EExd enclosure display. For ease of

can be easily retro fitted into braces, bilge pots or void spaces to
Intruder Monitoring: Sensors can be provided for installation at key points around the rig to detect any unauthorised entry.

monitor for complete vessel watertight integrity.

These signals will be relayed back to the wireless I/O module which will monitor the inputs. Again should any of these sensors be
activated an alarm will be sounded in the Port Authority’s Office.

Anchor Winch Tension Monitoring: The system can monitor the
tension of all anchor winches on the cold stacked rig. The anchor

Fire Monitoring: The system can be set to monitor key areas on the vessel, these areas include, but not limited to; Engine Room,

winch tensions can be displayed in the Port Authority’s Office and

SCR Room, Emergency Generator and Accommodation area.

alarm set-points configured so an alarm is sounded when hi or low
tension is detected. (to read more, please go to link below)

A standalone Fire System or the existing Fire Detection System can be utilised, however using the existing Fire Detection System

monitor-systems-engineering.com/marking_monitoring_systems_stacked_rigs.html

would impact on the size of solar power required.

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Three Peaks Challenge in under 24 hours

RIG ‘up’ e-Magazine

‘Fought and Conquered’ ... in more ways than one
A Group of Adventurers under the banner “For those
About to Rock” set off on the three peaks challenge in aid
of ‘CLIC Sargent’ to raise funds for Children with Cancer.
The task was simple, ..... climb Ben Nevis, Scafell Pike and
Snowdon, .. all in 24 hours !

A huge thanks goes to the logistics team of three who drove
us us between hills and organised the essential provisions
of water and food, vital to the success of the event.
Fergus Muat (Financial Controller) at Monitor
Systems commented, ... ‘When all donations
have been received, we will have achieved
the fund raising total in excess of £5,000.

The journey started at the Glen Nevis Youth Hostel
at 6am on Saturday 15th August and finished at
the Pen-y-Pas Youth Hostel in Snowdon 23 hours
and 40 minutes later. The climb times were / Ben
Nevis 4:20 / Scafell Pike 3:20 and for Snowdon,
starting at 2am in the pitch dark, 3 hours
and 40 minutes.

A huge thanks to all who have donated their
support kept us going right to the end. We all
feel privileged, not only to have completed
this challenge together, but to have raised
these valuable funds for CLIC Sargent, a
charity that is very close to our hearts.’

The team of 8 made it across the finish
line together, a monumental physical
and mental achievement. Good team
work and inspiration kept moral high
and supported everyone through
individual struggles.

One of our team members has had
incredible support from CLIC as
his youngest daughter has
‘fought and conquered’
Leukaemia.

‘let’s fight and conquer’ ..... http://www.clicsargent.org.uk

Aberdeen City North
Tennis Championships

‘A big thanks must go to Rob Ainsley who has helped me
with my game with regular coaching sessions on hardcourt
and astro; and to Gareth Rennie at the Cults LTC who has
given me a great opportunity and position playing for the

Retained for second year

club in regional leagues.’

Scotland North regional tennis player Gino Pezzani
(Cults LTC) has won the North East Tennis Tournament
(45+Singles) held at the Westburn Tennis Centre
Aberdeen for a second consecutive year.

/ Issue 6 / September / 2015

Our RIG ‘UP’ e-magazine was created and published for the first time in December
2013. We publish our e-magazine every quarter to a growing readership of clients,
prospects and industry professionals. Starting with under 200 subscribers for the
first issue, we now publish our content to a sizeable ‘Group’ of nearly 3000. If you’ve
been forwarded our e-magazine from a colleague and not yet subscribed, you can
sign-up on our website.
RIG ‘UP’ Past Issues: You can read past issues of our RIG ‘UP’ magazine on our
website in both pdf and interactive form. www.monitor-systems-engineering.com

Core Systems and Products / Aberdeen

/ Norway / Dubai / Singapore

Monitor Systems has built a significant reputation and
experience in providing high quality bespoke and regular
engineering solutions for safe and hazardous working areas.
Our scope of ‘systems’ and ‘products’ include:
Systems:
• Anchor Windlass Monitoring and Control Systems
• Ballast Control / Tank Gauging
• Bilge Monitoring and Control
• BOP Control Panel Design
• Brace and Void Leak Detection Systems
• Bulk Tank Monitoring and Control Systems
• Fire Damper Monitoring Systems
• Engine and Machinery Alarm Monitoring
• Marking and Monitoring of Cold Stacked Rigs
• Rack Phase Differential Monitoring (RPD)
• Vessel Management System VMS
• Water Tight Door Monitoring and Control
Products:
• Anti Piracy and Maritime Security
• Crane Safe Load Monitoring
• Drilling Data Acquisition Systems
• Helideck and Environmental Monitoring
• Helideck Lighting Solutions
• Load Measuring and Monitoring
• Reverse Osmosis Watermakers
• Rig / Drillers Talk Back Intercom Systems
• Tank Gauging Sensors / Tank Level Gauges
• Well Control Monitoring [HPHT]

The final on the Saturday presented a slightly easier
challenge than the semi-finals with Colin Burney (Rubislaw
LTC / 6:4, 6;1), with a straight sets 6:1, 6:1 win over Paul
Fernandes (Rubislaw LTC).
Gino Pezzani (Marketing Manger) at Monitor Systems said
... ‘Seeded number one and winning the tournament for a
second consecutive year was a great win for me and helps
towards a higher LTA ranking.’
> Gino, presented with winners shield at Westburn Park

www.monitor-systems-engineering.com
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Please visit our new website for full details.

> new corporate website launched in July 2015
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